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ABSTRACT
The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) utilizes active optics on its three mirrors to maintain image quality. This
paper describes the philosophy behind the design and characterization of the inner loop controllers for the LSST project.
A custom approach was selected in order to satisfy the stringent requirements of the active optics control system
resulting in a very low power, robust and compact solution. The tough metrology requirements were translated into an
analog front end capable of performing with high accuracy under the varying ambient conditions, mainly temperature.
Networking capabilities are embedded in the design to adapt to different distributed control configurations. All basic
applications and some additional uses are discussed, and test results are presented.
Keywords: Embedded controllers, distributed control, active optics, image quality, optics control, image quality.

1. INTRODUCTION
The design of the control system for the LSST primary/tertiary mirror (M1M3) calls for a hardware solution that would
allow for keeping the electronics in place during the coating of the mirror in low vacuum conditions, for which no
commercial hardware is currently available. Additionally, in order to reduce construction and operations costs, simplify
personnel training, and minimize downtime due to maintenance, LSST is looking to standardize and contain parts
inventory by reusing the same components and designs as much as practicable. Both requirements above can be satisfied
by developing a reliable, universal, embedded controller capable of performing a number of real time control functions
(mainly steering) depending on the assigned location within the control system of the telescope. Such controller will
have all its hardware interfaces populated regardless of whether they are required or not for a particular application (fully
assembled hardware), and the embedded application software (firmware) would be developed case by case and loaded
prior to the actual utilization of the controller.

2. TARGET SYSTEMS
The most important subsystems that led to the development of the concept of the universal controller are: M1M3
support, M1M3 thermal management, and secondary mirror (M2) support. Each one of those subsystems is comprised of
a large number of actuators, and complex dedicated wiring can be averted by implementing local control capabilities. An
analysis of the building blocks of a generic controller, reveals that power, communications, and processing are common
to all of them, while I/O interfaces are tailored for each application, although some I/O can be used for more than one
process. The use of local controllers limits the dedicated wiring and enables the use of common pre-made harnesses for
each application. The high level of integration of today’s electronic components together with their low cost allows for
developing a single controller to fit many applications despite the diversity of cases. In the big scheme, building a
universal controller containing all the interfaces needed for the different subsystems like the ones mentioned above
makes total programmatic and economic sense.

3. CONTROL SYSTEM TOPOLOGY
LSST has adopted a control system topology based on a deterministic data distribution service (DDS)1 that allows a very
flexible physical implementation in terms of networking, and also I/O and actuator technology. In particular, distribution
of control related tasks among different systems is very clear, with well defined boundaries. The DDS is based on low
latency asynchronous publish and subscribe technology with quality of service (QoS) features for ensuring proper
delivery of information packages. Current DDS benchmarks are 300 µs one way update rate, and up to 1 kHz with QoS.
In this particular implementation of the DDS process, pertinent information is available to all participating instances, and
system wide logging capabilities are built-in for offline analysis. All systems connected to the DDS are self policing and
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can operate interconnected or stand alone just by redirecting the data and command source. This allows testing any
system independently of the others without having to develop a different control application, thus facilitating factory
tests and equipment maintenance.
Figure 1 shows the hierarchy of control instances within the telescope and facility control system. In a snapshot, the
Observatory Control System (OCS) is responsible for making decisions about the observing cadence (next field, targets
of opportunity, etc.), and the Telescope Control System (TCS) is responsible for executing the necessary actions to make
it happen, and instructing the Node Controllers to perform their duties in a specific manner.
Examples of node controllers are the Mount Controller, Dome Controller, Active Optics Controller, Camera Controller,
etc. The Facility SCADA is also a node controller on its own right, except that it is dedicated to communicating with
ancillary equipment and subsystems that by themselves do not fall in any specific category or lack DDS capabilities. All
node controllers receive commands and requests via DDS, and report back metrology and status information. The
facility database is where all data exchanged via DDS is continuously logged for future use.
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Figure 1: LSST Control System Topology

Each node controller is in charge of the I/O and actuators related to the assigned control function (e.g. the Mount
Controller operates the mount drives and encoders based on the required position and speed requested by the TCS).
While the node controllers must adhere very strictly to DDS conventions, there are no limits regarding the type of
technology used for the node I/O and actuators, and the way they interact with the respective node controller.
Nevertheless LSST is seeking the reduction of part vendors to allow for a more efficient and economical stock of spare
parts, hence the ongoing effort for standardization and hardware reuse by identifying commonalities between different
systems.
In some cases commonalities are not quite abundant (e.g. among mount, dome and camera control systems), and only
components like safety controllers, power supplies and variable frequency drives could be expected to be the same type
and brand. Although this is also true for the mirror support and thermal management systems, as the actuators used for
them are completely dedicated, their controls can share the same networking philosophy and the same local controller
hardware, which given the large number of controllers involved in the process is a true benefit for the Project.
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Fully digital actuator controllers introduce great flexibility in functionality, selection of control algorithms, Transducer
Electronic Data Sheets (TEDS)-based calibration, and embedded safety features. The successful implementation of this
idea requires the use of a reliable microcontroller with embedded interfaces to handle all the necessary I/O, including
high speed communications. Low power dissipation is paramount to avoid hot spots and reduce the need for active
cooling.
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Figure 2: Generic Node Controller Subsystem Topology

4. HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT MODEL
During the development of the prototype actuators the necessary control functionality was achieved by using
miscellaneous I/O modules connected to a PC. This setup served as a starting point for the detailed design of the
universal controller. Although this solution had very limited effective bandwidth for closed loop controls, if necessary it
could be ported to a different hardware platform like National Instruments compact RIO to validate control algorithms
and interlocks running in real time at the application speed. Other means of concept validation were also used.
Table 1: Condensed Listing of Required ILC Functionality

Item Description
No. of Locations
Load Cell
Stepper Motor
SSI Encoder
Digital Inputs
Pneumatic Valve
Zero Crossing SSR
Differential Temperature
Motor Speed
Digital Tachometer
TEDS Chip

M1M3
Single
44
1

M1M3
Dual
112
2

2

4

4

7

M1M3
M2
M2
Hardpoint Lateral Axial
6
6
72
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2

2

2
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2

M1M3
Temperature
88

1
1
1
1
1

Total
328
352
84
84
168
536
88
88
88
88
1216
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Figure 3: ILC Block Diagram
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Table 1 contains a list of the I/O (field interfaces) other than communications for the universal controller. All of them are
very straightforward and possible to implement in a small footprint with low power components. Since the universal
controller will be installed as part of each actuator, size does matter. The solution consisted of a PCB assembled on both
sides with SMT components and the appropriate set of connectors, all enclosed in an aluminum case that can be easily
mounted on the side of the actuators of any of the target systems.

5. TIMING AND SYNCHRONIZATION
Initial investigations regarding basic and desirable features of the ILC indicated that for some potential applications
reducing actuation jitter would be beneficial to the overall performance of the system. Actuation jitter is caused by the
way individual controllers are updated, which classically has been based on passing new setpoints while querying each
controller; therefore each controller receives a new setpoint at a different time within the communications cycle (phase
delay). The phase delay also affects the analog measurements of all controllers as their inputs are only sampled when
each individual controller is queried. In order to guarantee that all controllers in a given subnet receive their setpoints at
the same time, the communications cycle has been tailored so first a broadcast command is issued containing all the
setpoints, and then the individual controllers are queried for status report. This mechanism also requires each individual
controller to sample its analog inputs at the time of receiving the broadcast command; therefore all controllers sample
their analog measurements almost simultaneously. Jitter reduction has also been extended to the internal synchronization
of the ILC. Usually the ADC is timed by the microcontroller using periodic interrupts. For the ILC an ADC was chosen
with automatic scanning and sampling, relieving the microcontroller from this burden and producing perfectly spaced
samples. Not all processes are sensitive to actuation and sampling jitter, but the ILCs were designed to handle the most
demanding applications.

6. COMPONENT GRADE
The operating ambient temperature range specified for LSST control system equipment is -5 °C to +30 °C at 2 700 m
altitude. Once a year the universal controllers must be able to survive vacuum conditions for 24 hours at 0.01 Pa with
minimum outgassing in de-energized condition. Given the required downtime of the telescope and considering the large
number of controllers, all electronic components must be specified and qualified at least for the industrial temperature
range, and preferably for the automotive temperature range. After the final testing of the assembled boards, conformal
coating will be applied to provide a higher degree of protection against accidental oil and glycol spills.

Figure 4: Fully Populated ILC Board
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7. SENSOR AND ACTUATOR CALIBRATION
The fact that the telescope wavefront sensor provides the ultimate information about optical aberrations should not be
used as an excuse to loosen accuracy requirements of sensors and actuators. LSST accuracy requirements are quite tight
and within reason every effort should be made to extract the most from every device in the system. The initially
proposed solution was the use of transducer electronic data sheets (TEDS) for every single device, where calibration data
is generated in metrology grade test benches and stored in a two-pin non-volatile memory (1-wire bus or protocol). This
memory chip is then attached to two individual pins of the connector used by each device so its calibration data always
follows as an integral part of the build. Some actuators (e.g. pneumatic valves known as E/P transducers) also can
benefit from this technology and eliminate thermistors and potentiometers used for temperature compensation and fine
scale adjustments. Sensor and transducer transfer function linearization can be easily implemented using TEDS. Finally
the tedious task of programming TEDS chips from a database was eliminated, and the adopted solution limits the use of
TEDS to a single chip per ILC, where only information regarding application and physical location is stored, and
calibration data of all devices in the system is transmitted directly to each ILC from the database. As usual the
environmental factor that most affects sensor and actuator accuracy is ambient temperature. The actual ambient
temperature is globally available over the DDS and can be used for correcting temperature related deviations.

8. VERSION AND LOCATION CONTROL
Firmware development is an integral part of this project and version control is crucial for operating and maintaining the
system successfully. While this is mostly an administrative measure, the current firmware version is to be kept in the
facility database, and during startup each individual inner loop controller is queried to make sure the installed firmware
corresponds to the current production version. Remote firmware update is also a very important feature so improvements
and fixes can be introduced without physically having to remove or reconfigure any board. Finally, location ID is also
necessary in order to enable any location oriented features (e.g. force limits), and to assign a predefined address to each
controller for network communication purposes. In this regard the 1-wire technology seems to offer the optimal solution
since the memory chip can be attached to the power and communications connector hardwired to each actuator location.
Furthermore, other location oriented parameters also can be kept in the 1-wire memory chips.

9. SAFETY CONCERNS
Other than proper component selection and robust circuit design, software tools are also of great concern. It is true that
every single actuator has been designed with built in safety features to protect the mirrors against mechanical failures;
nevertheless, the universal controllers themselves should not exhibit erratic behavior due to coding errors that might
result in added stress to the glass. In this regard the most sensible approach is to follow the MISRA C coding standard
with the help of software validation tools. There are several reliability levels depending on the criticality of the
application; in this case the use of certified tools was deemed to add more cost and management complexity than actual
value since in practice process control and exhaustive testing produce a more tangible effect on reliability.

Figure 5: ILC Enclosures with Optional Step Motor Controller (Left) and Standard Enclosure (Right)
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Electrical safety was also addressed; all the communications ports as well as the internal power supply are galvanically
isolated, which additionally eliminates the problem of eventual ground loops. Also all analog inputs are protected against
accidental contact with voltages up to ±50 V above and beyond the power rails. The ILC also distributes 24 V power to
select peripherals, therefore a set of PTC thermistor fuses was included in the design for overcurrent protection.

10. CHARACTERIZATION
The analog front end of the ILC was designed to interface primarily with load cells, and the signal conditioning circuit
uses the same reference voltage for the ADC and the excitation voltage. The main amplifier uses a metal foil resistor
bridge with a negligible thermal coefficient, and one of the channels of the input multiplexer is dedicated to measuring
the offset voltage of the analog circuit, hence the entire circuit is ratiometric and minimally influenced by temperature
changes. The main concern is that, due to the high gain of the input amplifier, the resulting noise would reduce the
effective resolution of the system significantly. The noise figures were estimated theoretically for a series of input
configurations and measured at selected points to confirm their accuracy. Figure 6 depicts the estimated free noise
counts of the ADC for several combinations of the fixed input gain and the programmable gain amplifier. The effective
number of counts of the ADC (referenced to the RMS noise) is approximately six times larger.

PGA =2V /Vf_
PGA =4V/V
---. PGA = 8 V/V
PGA = _6 V/V

Figure 6: Estimated Noise Free Counts as Function of the Combined Input Gain

The ILC is currently undergoing a series of rigorous, long duration functional tests to demonstrate its reliability. As part
of this qualification process, each individual actuator will be life cycle tested using the ILC’s basic firmware controlled
by an external application. Since some tests can last up to six months, three test benches have been assembled to allow
for conducting different tests in parallel, each one equipped with its own UPS to ensure continuity during short power
outages and to prevent data loss during longer power outages.

11. ILC APPLICATIONS
Currently seven major applications have been identified for the ILC; see 2,3,4,5 for further details about these subsystems:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

LSST M1M3 Hardpoint
LSST M1M3 Force Actuator
LSST M1M3 Thermal Control
LSST Protocol Converter
LSST M2 Axial Actuator
LSST M2 Tangent Link
LSST M2 Strain Gages

11.1 LSST M1M3 Hardpoint
There are six hardpoints, each with a step motor, load cell, two limit switches, and a displacement gage. The purpose of
the hardpoints is to position the primary mirror, which is achieved by means of an electromechanical actuator operated
by a step motor. The load cell is used to measure the residual force on each hardpoint.
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Figure 7: LSST M1M3 Hardpoint Functional Diagram

11.2 LSST M1M3 Force Actuator
The total of 156 force actuators, all pneumatic, is divided into 44 single axis and 112 dual axis. The purpose of the force
actuators is to apply the necessary force to counteract gravity, relieve the hardpoints, and shape the M1M3.
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Figure 8: LSST M1M3 Single Axis Force Actuator Functional Diagram
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Figure 9: LSST M1M3 Dual Axis Force Actuator Functional Diagram

11.3 LSST M1M3 Thermal Control
The stringent temperature control requirements associated with borosilicate mirrors call for the use of up to 88 air jets
with reheating and flow control capabilities. The final number of air jets is yet TBD pending additional analysis.
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Figure 10: LSST M1M3 Thermal Control Functional Diagram

11.4 LSST Protocol Converter
There are many ancillary sensors and instruments with no modern connectivity, i.e. RS-232 port and proprietary
communications protocol. The ILCs can be used to connect this kind of equipment to a monitoring subnet using the
industry standard Modbus RTU protocol over RS-485.
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Figure 11: LSST Protocol Converter Application
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11.5 LSST M2 Axial Actuator
The secondary mirror uses 72 electromechanical axial actuators for fine figuring.
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Figure 12: LSST M2 Axial Actuator Functional Diagram

11.6 LSST M2 Tangent Link
The LSST secondary mirror uses six tangent links to control the rotation of the mirror and to remove residual forces.
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Figure 13: LSST M2 Tangent Link Functional Diagram
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11.7 LSST M2 Tangent Link Monitoring
The moments on the arms of the tangent links will be monitored as well as the location of each joint in relation to the
mirror cell.
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Figure 14: LSST M2 Tangent Link Monitoring Diagram

12. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
Although the ILC was developed to address specific needs within the LSST control system, there are many other
applications that could benefit from its advantages.
12.1 Blanco/Mayall Pneumatic Mirror Support
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Figure 15: Blanco/Mayall Telescope Mirror Support System
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The Blanco telescope recently underwent a massive retrofit of its control system where most of the electronic hardware
was replaced with modern equipment. The pneumatic control system of the primary mirror is about to be retrofitted as
well and the use of the ILCs has been discussed. In the following years the same upgrades will be applied to the Mayall
telescope.
12.2 GMT Primary Mirror Support
The primary mirror of the Giant Magellan Telescope (GMT) consists of a set of seven borosilicate mirrors with a
pneumatic support system similar to the LSST M1M3, except that the mirrors need adjustment in three directions. The
ILCs have enough I/O capacity to handle the additional load cell and a pair of pressure valves to handle this situation.
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Figure 16: GMT Primary Mirror Support System

13. APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
To date software application efforts for the ILC have included the development of two applications, both completed and
in use, that communicate with the ILC and operate in conjunction with it. One application tests the ILC itself (exercises
all its I/O and communication functions), and a second facilitates durability testing of a secondary mirror axial actuator
(hereafter the “M2 Axial Actuator Durability Tester” or M2AADT application). A design goal was to make software
components common where suitable, for use in these and future ILC applications. This section provides some details
about application design and development, using the M2AADT application as an example.
13.1 M2AADT requirements
M2AADT serves to facilitate the exercise of a single axial actuator for motions that meet or exceed the maximum
motions an actuator deployed in the final system will experience during the system design lifetime, while the application
also monitors actuator performance. The details of the motion profile (setpoints, pauses, number of cycles) are userdefinable (as are all application parameters). The compensator closes the loop around force, while the compensator
output is in the form of demanded stepper motor steps. For each profile move the system calculates the measured
stiffness of the actuator assembly, based on a comparison between the resulting displacement (using absolute position
feedback from a position encoder and a displacement sensor) and the change in measured force (from a force
transducer). The system stops motion if the stiffness is out of range (likely indicating a mechanical failure), the motor
temperature (measured with a thermocouple) exceeds a threshold, or a limit switch operates. The application streams all
test data and derived values to a log file at the acquisition rate.
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req [Package] TestStopConditions [TestStopConditions]
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Figure 17: Test Stop Conditions

13.2 Development Process
The application development process, as well as the application architecture, is broadly similar to that described in a
previous paper6. The SysML/UML application model comes first. It comprises use case models, a requirements model,
structural models (domain, communications model, design class model) and behavioral models (state machine).
Implementation follows directly from the model. Refinement of the models and code occur in several production-level
iterations as stakeholders optimize requirements and as details discovered during implementation drive tweaks to the
model.
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Figure 18: Test Arrangement
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Tools in the process include Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect for modeling, National Instruments LabVIEW for code
development, Git and Subversion for version control, and JIRA for tracking issues.
13.3 Architecture
The application sports general architectural features such as composite views, a configuration editor, and the use of
design patterns (e.g., State Pattern – at any moment each component is in one of its formally defined, mutually exclusive
states that are leaves in a hierarchy, Command Pattern, Factory Method Pattern, Strategy Pattern) in a Model-ViewController assembly. A notable employment of the Strategy Pattern allows the user to switch between real and simulated
devices. For this stand-alone application user events service inter-thread communication. Communication with devices is
serial over USB.
The design emphasizes the development of reusable elements, not only for common tools (logger, configuration editor,
configuration reader, serial communication) and the application core, but also for device drivers (for the ILC, the
distance gage unit, and encoder reader).
The M2AADT main loop synchronizes to the ILC (which writes data at its configured rate to the serial port), calculates
new demand steps in its compensator, and sends these to the ILC. The M2AADT execution follows a run-to-completion
model, so that it is always responsive to new commands. The combination of formal, mutually exclusive states and the
run-to-completion model are especially important to ensure the rapid development of robust application behavior in a
much simpler manner than that utilized in competing models.

14. CONCLUSION
LSST successfully implemented the concept of custom universal controllers and deployed them in multiple working
applications. The universal controllers have satisfied all functional and performance requirements tested to date, proving
that embedded solutions can go a long way with little hardware resources. This flexible technology enables the set of use
cases originally envisioned and potentially a broad range of additional applications.
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